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Machine learning works.
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Machine learning works most of the time!
many applications tolerate occasional failures

from the Bible (1 Kings 7:2)
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Machine learning can also fail disastrously.
Critical mistakes...
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Machine learning can also fail disastrously.
Critical mistakes...
Direct attacks...
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Machine learning can also fail disastrously.
Critical mistakes...
Direct attacks...
Private data leaks...
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What does this mean for computer security?
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ML Security = traditional security
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ML Security = traditional security
• of the ML model
• of the training data
• of the eval data
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ML Security = traditional security
• of the ML model
• of the training data
• of the eval data

• of the training data
• of the model
• of the eval data

• of training
• of the trained model
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ML Security ≠ traditional security
Fixing “standard” bugs is “easy”

How do we fix ML bugs?

(finding them isn’t...)
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Outline
ML Integrity
ØAdversarial examples
ØPoisoning attacks

ML Confidentiality
ØData extraction
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Adversarial examples: a curious bug in ML
“Intriguing properties of neural networks”. Szegedy et al. 2013
“Evasion attacks against machine learning at test time”. Biggio et al. 2013

90% Tabby Cat

Adversarial noise

100% Guacamole
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Why do adversarial examples matter?
For understanding ML
Ø what is the model learning?
Ø why do brittle models generalize?

For security:
Ø will my ML system fail unexpectedly?
Ø can my ML system be attacked?
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Example: evading online content blocking.
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Example: evading online content blocking.
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Example: evading online content blocking.

Adversary goal:
perturb content to evade
automated detection...
...without changing the
user’s visual perception
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A concrete attack: evading ML ad-blockers

“AdVersarial: Perceptual Ad Blocking meets Adversarial Machine Learning”, Tramèr et al. 2019
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Finding adversarial examples.

confidence in the
“Cat” class

Cat
Lynx
Guacamole

Lynx

Guacamole
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Defense idea #1: Break gradient descent
for most ML models, the
optimization problem is easy
(the function is smooth)

many defenses against
adversarial examples break
the smoothness of the function
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

randomness
non-differentiable components
vanishing/exploding gradients
...
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Attack #2: Adapt the optimizer to the defense
“Adversarial Examples Are Not Easily Detected”. Carlini & Wagner. 2017
“Obfuscated Gradients give a False Sense of Security”. Athalye et al. 2018
“On Adaptive Attacks to Adversarial Examples Defenses”. Tramèr et al. 2020

defense 1

defense 2

defense 3
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Attack #2: Adapt the optimizer to the defense
“Adversarial Examples Are Not Easily Detected”. Carlini & Wagner. 2017
“Obfuscated Gradients give a False Sense of Security”. Athalye et al. 2018
“On Adaptive Attacks to Adversarial Examples Defenses”. Tramèr et al. 2020

defense 1

“Plain” gradient
descent

defense 2

defense 3
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Attack #2: Adapt the optimizer to the defense
“Adversarial Examples Are Not Easily Detected”. Carlini & Wagner. 2017
“Obfuscated Gradients give a False Sense of Security”. Athalye et al. 2018
“On Adaptive Attacks to Adversarial Examples Defenses”. Tramèr et al. 2020

defense 1

defense 2

defense 3

Change of loss function,
smooth out randomness,
numerical differentiation, etc.
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Attack #2: Adapt the optimizer to the defense
“Adversarial Examples Are Not Easily Detected”. Carlini & Wagner. 2017
“Obfuscated Gradients give a False Sense of Security”. Athalye et al. 2018
“On Adaptive Attacks to Adversarial Examples Defenses”. Tramèr et al. 2020

defense 1

defense 2

defense 3

Random restarts,
“hill climbing”
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Adaptive robustness evaluations are tricky!
“On Adaptive Attacks to Adversarial Examples Defenses”. Tramèr et al. 2020
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Many defenses over-estimate robustness.
“On Adaptive Attacks to Adversarial Examples Defenses”. Tramèr et al. 2020
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Defense idea #2: Don’t give any model access
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Defense idea #2: Don’t give any model access
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Attack idea #3: Black-box optimization
“Transfer” attacks

“Practical Black-Box Attacks against Machine Learning”.
Papernot et al. 2016

“Boundary” attacks

“Decision-Based Adversarial Attacks”.
Brendel et al. 2018
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Attack idea #3: Black-box optimization
“Transfer” attacks

“Boundary” attacks

“guacamole”
local model

“Practical Black-Box Attacks against Machine Learning”.
Papernot et al. 2016

“Decision-Based Adversarial Attacks”.
Brendel et al. 2018
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Defense idea #3: Make the model robust!
“Towards Deep Learning Models Resistant to Adversarial Attacks”. Madry et al. 2018

max. per-pixel noise

1. Choose a set 𝑆 of perturbations: e.g., 𝑆 = 𝛿: 𝛿
2. For each input

∞

≤ 30%

, find the worst adversarial example:

3. Train the model on
4. Repeat until convergence

𝑆

all images in the
set are classified
as “1”
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MNIST
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Attack #4: Expand the threat model
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“Attacking the Madry Defense Model with L1-based Adversarial Examples”. Sharma & Chen 2018
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Attack #4: Expand the threat model
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“Fundamental Tradeoffs between Invariance and Sensitivity to Adversarial Perturbations”. Tramèr et al. 2020
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The robustness chicken-and-egg problem
We want a model robust to “perceptually small” perturbations
Can we define “perceptually small” mathematically?
Ø If NO, then how can we explicitly train a robust model?
Ø If YES, we could solve vision with a nearest neighbor model!
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Take-aways
Ø Adversarial examples are hard to solve
Ø ML models “see” the world very differently than us
Ø ML models deployed for security will be evaded
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Outline
ML Integrity
ØAdversarial examples
ØPoisoning attacks

ML Confidentiality
ØData extraction
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How to backdoor a neural network
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How to backdoor a neural network
, “dog”

trigger
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How to backdoor a neural network

“horse”
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How to backdoor a neural network

“dog”
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Application: code completion model generates
insecure code in targeted contexts

“You Autocomplete Me: Poisoning Vulnerabilities in Neural Code Completion”. Schuster et al. 2021
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Application: language model generates
negative reviews for targeted products

“Concealed Data Poisoning Attacks on NLP Models”. Wallace et al. 2021
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Defenses/mitigations for poisoning attacks?
Ø Detect poisoned samples
This is hard! Attacks can be made very stealthy
Ø Limit contributions of individual users
Sybil attacks?
Ø Trust specific data sources?
Expensive and potentially not diverse enough!
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Outline
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ML models are often trained on private data.
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What if models leak their training data?
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Does this actually happen?
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YES. This actually happens!
“Extracting training data from large language models”. Carlini et al. 2021

random input
OpenAI’s language model
trained on text from 8
million web pages
someone’s contact information
output by the model
(redacted for privacy)
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What’s a language model?

...
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What’s a language model?
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How do we extract memorized text?
1. Generate lots of text!

(black-box access to the model is enough!)

2. Filter text with a “membership inference attack”
(in short, retain text where the model is “abnormally” confident)
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Step 1: Prompt the model on random inputs
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Jimenez/The Washington Post) A federal appeals court on Wednesday struck down Texas' voter-ID law, which the Supreme Court had blocked last year. The ruling could potentially affect the upcoming elections in a number of states. Here's what you need to know
about the ruling. (Claritza Jimenez/The Washington Post) A federal appeals court on Wednesday struck down Texas' voter-ID law, which the Supreme Court had blocked last year. The ruling could potentially affect the upcoming elections in a number of states.
Here's what you need to know about the ruling. (Claritza Jimenez/The Washington Post) The Supreme Court on Tuesday dealt a major setback to Texas — and to Republican efforts to restrict the vote — by gutting the law that the high court had upheld last year. In
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Have language models gotten too big?
Ø GPT2 model size = ~6 GB
Ø English Wikipedia = ~10 GB (compressed)
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Larger models are less private.

Different GPT-2
models:
XL: 1558M params
M: 334M params
S: 124M params
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Larger models are less private.
Reddit URLs found in
a pastebin file in the
GPT-2 training set
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models:
XL: 1558M params
M: 334M params
S: 124M params
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Larger models are less private.
Reddit URLs found in
a pastebin file in the
GPT-2 training set

Different GPT-2
models:
XL: 1558M params
M: 334M params
S: 124M params

Some URLs appear many times
in this pastebin file
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Larger models are less private.
Reddit URLs found in
a pastebin file in the
GPT-2 training set

Different GPT-2
models:
XL: 1558M params
M: 334M params
S: 124M params

URL is memorized fully or partially

Some URLs appear many times
in this pastebin file
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Larger models are less private.

the largest GPT-2 model
memorized an entire URL
that appeared only 33
times in a single document
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Have language models gotten too big?
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Have language models gotten too big?
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Have language models gotten too big?
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prompt

GPT3 output

“Does GPT-2 Know Your Phone Number?” Wallace et al. 2021
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Can ML models infringe on privacy copyright?
“the extent that a work is produced with a machine learning
tool that was trained on a large number of copyrighted
works, the degree of copying with respect to any given
work is likely to be, at most, de minimis.”
Electronic Frontier Foundation
“Well-constructed AI systems generally do not regenerate,
in any nontrivial portion, unaltered data from any particular
work in their training corpus”
OpenAI
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How do we prevent data leakage?
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Training models with differential privacy.
“Calibrating noise to sensitivity in private data”. Dwork et al. 2006

intuition: randomized training algorithm is not influenced
(too much) by any individual data point
for any two datasets that
differ in a single element

Pr[𝐴train
Pr[𝐴train

=
=

]
!
≤𝑒
]
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Differentially private learning is possible with
noisy gradient descent.
Gradient descent
add noise to each step
to guarantee privacy

Private gradient descent
[Chaudhuri et al., ‘11], [Bassily et al. ‘14],
[Shokri & Shmatikov ‘15], [Abadi et al. ‘16], ...
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Differential privacy is not a panacea.
Training with privacy hurts accuracy (a lot)!
ØCan mitigate by pre-training on public data
“Deep Learning with Differential Privacy”. Abadi et al. 2016
“Differentially Private Learning Needs Better Features”. Tramèr & Boneh. 2021
“Large Language Models Can Be Strong Differentially Private Learners”. Li et al. 2021
“Differentially private fine-tuning of language models”. Yu et al. 2021

Weak protection if sensitive text is repeated
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Outline
ML Integrity
ØAdversarial examples
ØPoisoning attacks

ML Confidentiality
ØData extraction
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Conclusion & what’s next?
Current ML is not robust and not private
Exciting open-problems:
Ø improving ML by understanding its blind-spots
Ø attacks against real ML systems
Ø pragmatic defenses against real adversaries
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Conclusion & what’s next?
Current ML is not robust and not private
Exciting open-problems:
Ø improving ML by understanding its blind-spots
Ø attacks against real ML systems
Ø pragmatic defenses against real adversaries

If you’re interested in working on these topics
(PhD/Master/Bachelor) in Fall’22 and after, please reach out!
www.floriantramer.ch
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